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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel graph based approach for7

still-to-video based face recognition, in which the temporal and spatial8

information of the face from each frame of the video is utilized. The spa-9

tial information is incorporated using a graph based face representation.10

The graphs contain information on the appearance and geometry of facial11

feature points and are labeled using the feature descriptors of the feature12

points. The temporal information is captured using an adaptive proba-13

bilistic appearance model. The recognition is performed in two stages14

where in the first stage a Maximum a Posteriori solution based on PCA15

is computed to prune the search space and select fewer candidates. A16

simple deterministic algorithm which exploits the topology of the graph17

is used for matching in the second stage. The experimental results on the18

UTD database and our dataset show that the adaptive matching and the19

graph based representation provides robust performance in recognition.20

1 Introduction21

Face recognition has long been an active area of research, and numerous algo-22

rithms have been proposed over the years. For more than a decade, active re-23

search work has been done on face recognition from still images or from videos of24

a scene [1]. A detailed survey of existing algorithms on video-based face recog-25

nition can be found in [2] and [3]. The face recognition algorithms developed26

during the past decades can be classified into two categories: holistic approaches27

and local feature based approaches. The major holistic approaches that were28

developed are Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [4], combined Principal29

Component Analysis and Linear Discriminant Analysis (PCA+LDA) [5], and30

Bayesian Intra-personal/Extra-personal Classifier (BIC) [6].31

Chellappa et al. [7] proposed an approach in which a Bayesian classifier is used32

for capturing the temporal information from a video sequence and the posterior33

distribution is computed using sequential importance sampling. As for the local34

feature based approaches, Manjunath and Chellappa [8] proposed a feature based35

approach in which features are derived from the intensity data without assuming36

any knowledge of the face structure. Topological graphs are used to represent37

relations between features, and the faces are recognized by matching the graphs.38

Ersi and Zelek [9] proposed a feature based approach where in a statistical Local39
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Feature Analysis (LFA) method is used to extract the feature points from a face40

image. Gabor histograms are generated using the feature points and are used to41

identify the face images by comparing the Gabor histograms using a similarity42

metric. Wiskott et al. [10] proposed a feature based graph representation of the43

face images for face recognition in still images. The face is represented as a graph44

with the features as the nodes and each feature described using a Gabor jet. The45

recognition is performed by matching graphs and finding the most similar ones.46

A similar framework was proposed by Ersi et al. [11] in which the graphs were47

generated by triangulating the feature points.48

Most of these approaches focused on image-based face recognition applica-49

tions. Various approaches to video-based face recognition have been studied in50

the past, in which both the training and test set are video sequences. Video-based51

face recognition has the advantage of using the temporal information from each52

frame of the video sequence. Zhou et al. [12] proposed a probabilistic approach53

in which the face motion is modeled as a joint distribution, whose marginal54

distribution is estimated and used for recognition. Li [13] used the temporal in-55

formation to model the face from the video sequence as a surface in a subspace56

and performed recognition by matching the surfaces. Kim et al. [14] recognized57

faces from video sequences by fusing pose-discriminant and person-discriminant58

features by modeling a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) over the duration of a59

video sequence. Stallkamp et al. [15] proposed a classification sub-system of60

a real-time video-based face identification system. The system uses K-nearest61

neighbor model and Gaussian mixture model (GMM) for classification purposes62

and uses distance-to-model, and distance-to-second-closest metrics to weight the63

contribution of each individual frame to the overall classification decision.64

Liu and Chen [16] proposed an adaptive HMM to model the face images65

in which the HMM is updated with the result of identification from the pre-66

vious frame. Lee et al. [17] represented each individual by a low-dimensional67

appearance manifold in the ambient image space. The model is trained from a68

set of video sequences to extract a transition probability between various poses69

and across partial occlusions. Park and Jain [18] proposed a 3D model based ap-70

proach in which a 3D model of the face is used to estimate the pose of the face in71

each frame and then matching is performed by extracting the frontal pose from72

the 3D model. Xu et al. [19] proposed a video based face recognition system in73

which they integrate the effects of pose and structure of the face and the illumi-74

nation conditions for each frame in a video sequence in the presence of multiple75

point and extended light sources. The pose and illumination estimates in the76

probe and gallery sequences are then compared for recognition applications.77

In this paper, we propose a novel graph based approach for image-to-video78

based face recognition which utilizes the spatial and temporal characteristics79

of the face from the videos. The face is spatially represented by constructing80

a graph using the facial feature points as vertices and labeling them with their81

feature descriptors. A probabilistic mixture model is constructed for each subject82

which captures the temporal information. The recognition is performed in two83

stages where in the first stage the probabilistic mixture model is used to prune84
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the search space using a MAP rule. A simple deterministic algorithm that uses85

cosine similarity measure is used to compare the graphs in the second stage.86

The probabilistic models are updated with the results of recognition from each87

frame of the video sequence, thus making them adaptive. Section 2 explains88

our procedure in constructing the graphs and the adaptive probabilistic mixture89

models for each subject. The two stage recognition is explained in section 5.90

2 Face Image Representation91

In this section, we describe our approach in extracting the facial feature points92

and their descriptors which are used in the spatial representation of the face93

images. Every face is distinguished not by the properties of individual features,94

but by the contextual relative location and comparative appearance of these95

features. Hence it is important to identify those features that are conceptually96

common in every face such as eye corners, nose, mouth, etc. In our approach,97

the facial feature points are extracted using a modified Local Feature Analysis98

(LFA) technique, and extracted feature points are described using Local Binary99

Pattern (LBP) [20], [21] feature descriptors.100

2.1 Feature Point Extraction101

The Local Feature Analysis (LFA) proposed by Penev and Atick [22] constructs102

kernels, which are basis vectors for feature extraction. The kernels are con-103

structed using the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the vectorized face104

images. LFA is referred to as a local method since it constructs a set of kernels105

that detects local structure; e.g., nose, eye, jaw-line, and cheekbone, etc. The106

local kernels are optimally matched to the second-order statistics of the input107

ensemble [22]. Given a set of n d -dimensional images x1, . . . , xn, Penev and108

Atick [22] compute the covariance matrix C, from the zero-mean matrix X of109

the n vectorized images as follows:110

C = XXT . (1)

The eigenvalues of the covariance matrix C are computed and the first k largest111

eigenvalues, λ1, λ2, . . . , λk, and their associated eigenvectors ψ1, . . . , ψk to112

define the kernel K,113

K = ΨΛΨT (2)

where Ψ = [ψ1 . . . ψk], Λ = diag( 1√
λr

).114

The rows of K contain the kernels. These kernels have spatially local prop-115

erties and are ”topographic” in the sense that the kernels are indexed by spatial116

location of the pixels in the image, i.e., each pixel in the image is represented by117

a kernel from K. Figure 1(a) shows the kernels corresponding to the nose, eye,118

mouth and cheek positions. The kernel matrix K transforms the input image119

matrix X to the LFA output O = KTX which inherits the same topography as120

the input space.121
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Hence, the dimension of the output is reduced by choosing a subset of kernels,122

M , where M is a subset of indices of elements of K. These subsets of kernels123

are considered to be at those spatial locations which are the feature points of124

the face image. Penev and Atick [22] proposed an iterative algorithm that uses125

the mean reconstruction error to construct M by adding a kernel at each step126

whose output produces the maximum reconstruction error,127

arg max
x
〈||O(x)−Orec(x)||2〉 (3)

where Orec(x) is the reconstruction of the output O(x).128

Although mean reconstruction error is a useful criterion for representing data,129

it does not guarantee an effective discrimination between data from different130

classes as the kernels selection process aims at reducing the reconstruction error131

for the entire image and not the face region. Hence, we propose to use the Fisher’s132

linear discriminant method [23] to select the kernels that characterize the most133

discriminant and descriptive feature points of different classes. We compute the134

Fisher scores using the LFA output O. Fisher score is a measure of discriminant135

power which estimates how well different classes of data are separated from each136

other, and is measured as the ratio of variance between the classes to the variance137

within the classes. Given the LFA output O = [o1 . . . on] for c classes, with each138

class having ni samples in the subset χi, the Fisher score of the xth kernel, J(x)139

is given by140

J(x) =

∑c
i=1 ni(mi(x)−m(x))2∑c

i=1

∑
o∈χi (o(x)−mi(x))2

(4)

where m(x) = 1
n

∑c
i=1 nimi(x) and mi(x) = 1

ni

∑
o∈χi o(x). The kernels that141

correspond to high Fisher scores are chosen to represent the most discriminative142

feature points of the image. Figure 1(b) shows the set of feature points extracted143

using the Fisher scores.144

(a) K(x, y) derived from a set of 315
images

(b) The first 100 feature points ex-
tracted from the training images

Fig. 1. 1(a) shows K(x, y) at the nose, mouth, eye, and cheeks and 1(b) shows the
feature points extracted (best viewed in color).

2.2 Feature Description with Local Binary Pattern145

A feature descriptor is constructed for each feature point extracted from an146

image using Local Binary Pattern (LBP).147
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The original Local Binary Pattern (LBP) operator proposed by Ojala et al.148

[20] is a simple but very efficient and powerful operator for texture description.149

The operator labels the pixels of an image by thresholding the n×n neighborhood150

of each pixel with the value of the center pixel, and considering the result value151

as a binary number. Figure 2(a) shows an example of the basic LBP operator and152

figure 2(b) shows a (4, 1) and (8, 2) circular LBP operator. The histogram of the153

labels of the pixels of the image can be used as a texture descriptor. The grey-154

scale invariance is achieved by considering a local neighborhood for each pixel,155

and invariance with respect to scaling of the grey scale is achieved by considering156

just the signs of the differences in the pixel values instead of their exact values.157

The LBP operator with P sampling points on a circular neighborhood of radius158

R is given by,159

LBPP,R =

P−1∑
p=0

s(gp − gc)2p (5)

where160

s(x) =

{
1 if x ≥ 0
0 if x < 0

(6)

Ojala et al. [21] also introduced another extension to the original operator161

which uses the property called uniform patterns according to which a LBP is162

called uniform if there exist at most two bitwise transitions from 0 to 1 or vice163

versa. Uniform patterns can reduce the dimension of the LBP significantly which164

is advantageous for face recognition.165

(a) The Basic LBP operator (b) (4, 1) and (8, 2) circular LBP
operator

Fig. 2. The basic LBP operator and the circular LBP operator

In our experiments, we use LBPu28,2 operator which denotes a uniform LBP166

operator with 8 sampling pixels in a local neighborhood region of radius 2. A167

5×5 window around the pixel is chosen as the neighborhood region and a feature168

vector of length 59 is obtained.169

3 Image Graph Construction170

The most distinctive property of a graph is its geometry, which is determined by171

the way the vertices of the graph are arranged spatially. Graph geometry plays172
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an important role in discriminating the graphs of different face images. In our173

approach, the graph geometry is defined by constructing a graph with constraints174

imposed on the length of the edges between a vertex and its neighbors.175

Considering that we extract around n feature points from each face image,176

at least n! graphs can be generated for each image. Evaluating this number of177

graphs for each probe image would be very computationally expensive. Hence,178

a graph generating procedure that generates a unique graph with the given set179

of vertices is proposed. At each iteration, vertices and edges are added to the180

graph in a Breadth-first search manner and considering a spatial neighborhood181

distance for each vertex. This generates a unique graph for a set of feature points.182

The procedure to generate a graph given a set of vertices is given as follows;183

1 Pick a random vertex v from the list of vertices of the graph.184

2 Add v to the end of the queue q.185

3 While NOT all the vertices have been visited186

Pick a vertex u from the front of the queue q.187

If u is not visited188

Find the Neighbors N of u who are within a Euclidean distance.189

Add N to the queue q.190

Mark u as visited191

endif192

endwhile193

The idea behind representing face images using graphs is mainly due to the194

spatial properties of the graph, as a graph can represent the inherent shape195

changes of a face and also provide a simple, but powerful matching technique to196

compare graphs.197

4 Probabilistic Graph Appearance Model198

The appearance of a graph is another important distinctive property and is de-199

scribed using the feature descriptors of the vertices of the graph. An efficient as200

well as effective description of the appearance of the vertices of the graphs is re-201

quired in order construct a graph appearance model that elevates the distinctive202

properties of the face of an individual. Modeling the joint probability distribu-203

tion of the appearance of the vertices of the graphs of an individual produces an204

effective representation of the appearance model through a probabilistic frame-205

work. Since the model is constructed using the feature descriptors, it is easy to206

adapt the model to the changes in the size of the training data for the individ-207

ual. Given N individuals and M training face images, the algorithm to learn the208

model is described as follows:209

1. Initialize N model sets.210

2. For each training image Ijc , (jth image of the cth individual)211

a. Extract the feature points (as described in Subsection 2.1).212
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b. Compute feature descriptors for each feature point (as described in Sub-213

section 2.2).214

c. Construct Image graphs (as described in Subsection 3).215

d. Include the graph in the model of the cth individual.216

3. Construct the appearance model for each individual using their model sets.217

In our approach, a probabilistic graph appearance model is generated for218

each subject and is used for training purposes. Given a graph G(V,E), where219

V is the list of vertices in the graph, and E the set of edges in the graph, the220

probability of G belonging to a model set (subject) k is given by,221

Rk = max
n

P (G|Φn) (7)

where P (G|Φn) is the posterior probability, and Φn is the appearance model for222

the nth subject constructed using the set of feature descriptors F of the set of223

vertices of all the graphs of the subject. The appearance model Φn is constructed224

by estimating the joint probability distribution of the appearance of the graphs225

for each subject. Rk is called the Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) solution. In our226

approach, we estimate the joint probability distribution of the graph appearance227

model for each subject using the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [24] which228

can efficiently represent heterogeneous data, the dominant patterns which are229

captured by the Gaussian component distributions.230

Given a training face database containing images of L subjects and each231

subject having at least one image in the training database, the set of feature232

descriptors X for each subject to be used to model the joint likelihood of the233

subject will be a (m× f)× t distribution, where m is the number of images for234

each subject, f is the number of feature points extracted for each image and t235

the dimension of the feature vector (in our case, it is 59 and is reduced to 20).236

To make the appearance model estimation more accurate and tractable, we use237

the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality of the238

feature vectors.239

Each subject in the database is modeled as a GMM with K Gaussian com-240

ponents. The set of feature descriptors X of each subject is used to model the241

GMM of that individual. Mathematically, a GMM is defined as:242

P (X|θ) =

K∑
i=1

wi.N(X|µi, σi). (8)

where243

N(X|µi, σi) = 1
σi
√
2π
.e−

(X−µi)
2

2σ2244

are the components of the mixture, θ = {wi, µi, σ2
i }Ki=1 includes the parameters245

of the model, which includes the weights wi, the means µi, and the variances σ2
i246

of the K Gaussian components.247

In order to maximize the likelihood function P (X|θ), the model parameters248

are re-estimated using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) technique [25]. The249
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EM algorithm is an iterative procedure to compute the Maximum Likelihood250

(ML) estimate in the presence of missing or hidden data. In ML estimation, we251

wish to estimate the model parameters for which the observed data are the most252

likely:253

θc = argmax
θ
P (X|θ). (9)

At each iteration of the EM algorithm the missing data are estimated with254

the current estimate of the model parameters, and the likelihood function is255

maximized with assumption that the missing data are known. For more details256

about the EM algorithm see [25].257

5 Adaptive Matching and Recognition258

In this section, we describe our two stage matching procedure to adaptively259

match every frame of the video sequence and the trained appearance models260

and the graphs. In the first stage of the matching process, a MAP solution is261

computed for the test graph using the trained appearance models. The MAP262

solution is used to prune the search space for the second stage of matching. A263

subset of individuals’ appearance model and their trained graphs are selected264

based on the MAP solution. This subset of appearance models are used in the265

second stage of matching process. In the second stage, a simple deterministic266

algorithm that uses the cosine similarity measure and the nearest neighborhood267

classifier to find the geometrical similarity of the graphs is proposed. The GMM268

is adapted with the result of recognition from each frame of the test video se-269

quence. We use the likelihood score and the graph similarity score to decide270

on the correctness of the recognition and update the appropriate GMM. The271

recognition result of a frame is considered correct if the difference between the272

highest likelihood score and the second highest likelihood score is greater than273

a threshold. A similar difference in graph similarity scores is also computed to274

support the decision. This measure of correctness is based on the same idea as275

Lowe [26], that reliable matching requires the best match to be significantly bet-276

ter than the second-best match. For a given test sequence, the difference in the277

likelihood scores and the difference in the similarity scores are computed and the278

GMM is updated if these values are greater than a threshold. Given an existing279

GMM Θold and observation vectors O from the test sequence, the new GMM280

is estimated using the EM algorithm with Θold as the initial values. The entire281

matching procedure is given as follows;282

1. For each frame f in the video sequence283

a. Extract the facial feature points and their descriptors from f.284

b. Reduce the dimension of feature descriptors using the projection matrix285

from training stage.286

c. Construct the image graph G.287

d. Obtain the probability of G belonging to each appearance model, and288

select the k model sets with highest probability. k is 10% in our experi-289

ments.290
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e. Obtain the similarity scores between G and the graphs of k individuals.291

f. Update the appropriate appearance model based on the likelihood score292

and similarity score.293

2. Select the individual with the maximum number of votes from all the frames.294

The algorithm to find the spatial similarity between two graphs is given as295

follows;296

1. For each vertex v in the test graph with a spatial neighborhood W, a search297

is conducted over W (in the trained graph) and the best matching feature298

vertex u is selected, such that299

Svu =
fv.fu
|fv||fu|

(10)

where fv and fu are the feature vectors of v and u respectively, and Svu is300

the similarity score between v and u.301

2. Repeat step 1 with neighbors of v and so on until all the vertices have been302

matched. The sum of the similarity scores of all the vertices gives the measure303

of similarity between the two graphs.304

6 Experiments305

In order to validate the robustness of the proposed technique, we used a set306

of close range and moderate range videos from the UTD database [27]. The307

database included 315 subjects with high resolution images in various poses.308

The videos included subjects with neutral expression and also walking towards309

the camera from a distance. We also generated a set of moderate range videos310

(both indoor and outdoor) with 6 subjects. Figure 3 shows sample video frames311

from the UTD dataset and figure 4 shows sample video frames from our dataset.312

In the preprocessing step, the face region is extracted from the image, nor-313

malized using histogram equalization technique and are resized to 72×60 pixels.314

150 features were extracted and a LBP is computed for each feature point. PCA315

is performed on the feature vectors to reduce the dimension from 59 to 20 (with316

nearly 80% of the non-zero eigenvalues retained). A graph is generated for each317

face image with a maximum spatial neighborhood distance of 30 pixels. A graph318

space model is constructed for each subject using GMM with 10 Gaussian com-319

ponents.320

During the testing stage, in order to mimic the practical situation, we con-321

sider a subset of frames in which an individual appear in the video and use it322

for testing purposes. We randomly select an individual and a set of frames that323

include the individual. The preprocessing and the graph generation procedure324

similar to those performed in the training stage are applied to each frame of325

the video sequence. The likelihood scores are computed for the test graph and326

the GMMs and the training graphs are matched with the test graph to produce327

similarity scores, and the appropriate GMM is updated using the similarity and328
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(a) Sample frames from close-range videos of UTD dataset

(b) Sample frames from moderate-range videos of UTD dataset

Fig. 3. Sample video frames from the UTD video dataset

likelihood scores. The threshold is determined by the average of the difference329

in likelihood scores and similarity scores between each class of data. Though the330

threshold value is data dependent, the average proves to be an optimum value.331

Table 1. Comparison of the error rates with different algorithms

HMM AGMM Graphs AGMM+Graphs

UTD Database (close-range) 24.3% 24.1% 23.2% 20.1%
UTD Database (moderate-range) 31.2% 31.2% 29.8% 25.4%
Our Dataset 8.2% 3.4% 2.1% 1.1%

The performance of the algorithm is compared with video-based recognition332

algorithm in [16] which handles video-to-video based recognition. The algorithm333

in [16] performs eigen analysis on the face images and uses an adaptive Hid-334

den Markov Model (HMM) for recognition. We also test the performance of the335

system with only the adaptive graph appearance model (AGMM) and the ap-336

pearance model with the graph model sets (AGMM+Graphs). The results are337

tabulated in the Table 1. Figure 5 shows the Cumulative Match Characteristic338

curve obtained for various algorithms (HMM, AGMM and AGMM+Graphs) on339

the UTD dataset.340

From the error rates we can see that the performance of our approach is341

definitely promising when compared with the other approaches. The account342

of spatial and temporal information together improves the performance of the343

recognition process. The number of images in the training dataset played an344

important role in the performance, as it is evident from the error rates. The close-345

range videos of the UTD database has lower error rates than the moderate-range346

videos. This is due to the reason that the frame of the video sequence mostly347

contains the face region thus gathering more details of the facial features than348
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(a) Sample frames from indoor videos of our dataset

(b) Sample frames from outdoor videos of our dataset

Fig. 4. Sample video frames from our video dataset

the moderate-range videos. The number of training set images for each subject349

played a role in the performance. The UTD dataset included 3 training images350

for each subject whereas our dataset included at least 5 training images. The351

algorithm shows a high recognition rate when experimented on our dataset as it352

can be seen for the error rates. Though there were limited number of subjects in353

the dataset, the videos in the dataset included both indoor and outdoor videos354

taken using a PTZ camera which is mainly used for surveillance. The system355

provided a better performance with both indoor and outdoor videos which has356

different illumination, pose changes and in moderate range.357

(a) CMC curve for close-range videos of
UTD database

(b) CMC curve for moderate-range
videos of UTD database

Fig. 5. Cumulative Match Characteristic curves for close-range and moderate-range
videos

The system performs better as a video based face recognition system than358

a still image based face recognition system, due to the wealth of temporal in-359

formation available from the video sequence and the effective use of it by the360
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proposed adaptive probabilistic model. As a still image based face recognition,361

an image with a frontal pose of the face yields better performance than non362

frontal pose image. Thus, pose of the face image plays a role in the recognition.363

Also, the system’s performance is affected by the comparison of a single high res-364

olution image with a low resolution frame in a still image based face recognition365

system. Thus the adaptive matching technique combined with the graph based366

representation is significantly an advantage in matching images with videos.367

From our experiments, we found that changing the value of the parameters368

did not significantly change the performance of the system and the values that we369

used tend to be the optimum. For example, increasing the maximum Euclidean370

distance between two vertices of a graph to a value greater than the width or371

length of the image will have no effect as the graph will always be connected as372

the distance between two vertices will never be greater than these values.373

7 Conclusion374

In this paper, we proposed a novel technique for face recognition from videos.375

The proposed technique utilizes both the temporal and spatial characteristics of376

a face image from the video sequence. The temporal characteristics are captured377

by constructing a probabilistic appearance model and a graph is constructed378

for each face image using the set of feature points as vertices of the graph and379

labeling it with the feature descriptors. A modified LFA and LBP were used to380

extract the feature points and feature descriptors respectively. The appearance381

model is built using GMM for each individual in the training stage and is adapted382

with the recognition results of each frame in the testing stage. A two stage383

matching procedure that exploits the spatial and temporal characteristics of the384

face image sequence is proposed for efficient matching. A simple deterministic385

algorithm to find similarity between the graphs is also proposed. Our future386

work will handle video sequences involving various pose of the faces, different387

resolutions, and video-to-video based recognition.388
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